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TYPE GCA SIZE 5
AC CONTACTOR

FRONT CONNECTED

2 OR 3 POLES

DESCRIPTION
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The main contacts are of the bridging or double break
type. Both moving and stationary contacts are faced
with a silver alloy, whose surfaces are kept clean by
a rolling and wiping action as the contacts seal.
Stainless steel compression springs in each moving
contact assembly insure adequate contact force while
providing resilience to allow for contact wear.
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The arc box provides a mechanical stop for the mov
ing contact assembly and maintains the proper open
contact gap. In addition, the arc box contains De-ion®
arc quenchers which draw the arc away from the con
tacts at opening and produce a rapid and confined arc
interruption. Twin kick-out springs insure positive
drop-out of the armature assembly when the coil
is de - energized.

Fig.

Before mounting and wmng, the desired acces�ories
such as electrical interlocks, mechanical interlocks,
current transformers and overload relays should be
mounted on the Type GCA Size 5 AC Contactor or
Linestarter assembly.
The assembly should then be mounted with four 5/16"
dia. bolts. Mounting dimensions are shown in Fig.@ .
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INSTALLATION

1

(Photo BD 70-0584)
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Complete Linestarter Assembly with Type GCA-530 Con
tactor, Type L-56 Electrical Interlock,
Current Trans
formers and Type A Thermal Overload Relay.
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The Type GCA Size 5 AC Contactor is completely
assembled on an insulated base of molded glass-poly
ester. It is suitable for mounting on either steel or
insulating panels. Contactors are available in 2 or 3
pole front connected assemblies. A I inestarter assem
bly, see Fig. CD, incorporates integrally mounted
current transformers and overload relay.
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This unit is supplied with an AC operating magnet.
The operating coils are designed for continuous duty
The contact
from 85% to 110% of rated voltage.
ratings are listed in Fig.®.
Enclosed

Voltage Rating
8-hour rating, Amperes

600
300

600
270
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Open

2

-

3/8' DIA. OPEN END
MOUNTING SLOT
12 PLACES,

5

775

Characteristics

Fig.
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.50

LOAD
CONNECTORS

(17 f32• DIA
3 HOLES!

Ratings

Fig. 3

(From Dwg. 4808663)

Type GCA Size 5 AC Contactor Outline
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The meta I interlock operator is then mounted on the
crossbar with the hardware provided.
MOUNTING SURFACE

For proper interlock operation, when the contactor is
fully closed, the interlock push rod can be manually
depressed .06 (1 /16 inch) further. If adjustment is
necessary, the s I ot in the end of the operator should
be opened or closed to obtain this .06 (1 /16 inch).
Interlock
Pole
Combination

INO· INC'
2 NO
2 NC

Fig. 4

I NO

(From Dwg. 4808664)

I NC

Proper Assembly of Pressure Type Line

1 NO IEM)

Terminals to the Contactor.

I80CI38G I8

3463D

94GIS

180C138G04

3463D

94G04

180CI38GI9

3463D

94GI9

180C138 G02

3463D

94G02

180C138 G20

3463D

94G20

180C138G05

3463D

94G05

180C138G06

3463D

94G06

180C138 G 1 2

3463D

9 4G12

N0·1NC(D.B)*
NO

- Normally open c�rcuit

EM

=

=

D.B.

Supersedes 503
C782
series sty les

•=

=

DelayedBreak

Must

s
u e same polanty
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NC = Normally closed circuit

Early Make

Fig. 5

Type L-56 Electrical Interlocks

MECHANICAL INTERLOCKS

The Type GCA Size 5 Contactor, when used in com
bination with other contactors, may be mechanically
interlocked to protect against the closing of one, when
the other is already closed. Mechanical interlock com
binations, for both vertical and horizontal assemblies,
are listed in Figs.@ and Q).
Complete instructions
and adjustment procedures for Types M47 through M50
Mechanical Interlocks are contained in the Instruction
Leaflets listed .
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Once installed, the assembly should be checked to
insure proper operat ion of the basic contactor mecha
nism and accessory devices before power� applied.

1

Style No. lor Interlock Kit
(Includes Interlock Unit, Mountlnc
Bracket, Operator, and Hardware)

an

1NCI DB)

Both I ine and load terminals have 17 /32" diameter
holes for 1/2" diameter hardware. Pressure type ter
minals, when used, should be assembled on the rear of
the copper line terminal straps, as shown in Fig.@ to
provide access to the control connection screws. Pres
sure type terminals may be assembled on either front
or rear of the load terminals.

Ll.
Style No.
Interlock
Unit Only
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CONTROL CONNECTION
SCREW

The following list and the maintenance instructions
should be used as a guide:

0 escription
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ELECTRICAL INTERLOCKS
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a) The crossbar and springs must operate freely.
b) Electrical and mechanical interlocks must be prop
erly installed and adjusted.
c) Current transformers if required must be installed
and wired to the overload relay. Proper heaters
must be installed before operating the motor.
d) The proper operating coi I must be installed and
properly connected.
e) The arc box must be in place. The contactor must
never be operated in a power circuit unless the
arcooxls securely bolted in place.
f) The main contacts must have overtravel and
spring force.
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The Type GCA contactor will accommodate a total of
two Type L-56 electrical interlock units, providing a
total of 4 circuits. One L-56 interlock unit with 2
circuits is normally supplied on the left side.
The interlock unit is retained in a metal bracket by
spring clips and operated by a metal operator mounted
on the crossbar.
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Additional interlock units are available with various
contact arrangements as Iisted in Fig. ®.
The kits
include the interlock unit, mounting bracket, operator
and the necessary hardware.

lnsta llation and

Checking
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The metal mounting bracket is mounted on the con
tactor base with the hardware provided.
The L-56
interlock unit can then be installed.

2

Upper Contactor

Lower Contactor

GCA
5 or 6

GCA
Size

5

A 1200
3 or 4

Size

Fig. 6

Size

GCA
Size 5

Use Mech.
lntlk. Type,
I.L. Number

M47
I. L. 15 -829 -10
I.L

M49
15 -829 -12

Vertically Mounted Contactors
Mechanical Interlock Combinations

Left Contactor

GCA
5

Size

A 200
3 or 4

Size

Fig. 7

Right Contactor

GCA
5 or 6

Size

GCA
5

Size

Use Mech.
Jntlk. Type,
I.L. Number
I. L.

M48
15 -829 -11

M50
I. L. 15 -829 -13

Horizontally Mounted Contactors
Mechanical Interlock Combinations

OVERLOAD PROTECTION
Current Transformers and Overload Relays

The Type A Thermal Overload Relay is avai !able in
ambient compensated or non-compensated versions
which can be mounted directly on the contactor base
and do not require additional panel space. See Fig.(!)
The relay is wired to 3 00 /5 ratio current transformers
which are an integral part of the 3ize 5 Linestarter.
For complete information, refer to I.L. 15- 827-20.

MAINTENANCE
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TYPE GCA SIZE 5 AC CONTACTOR

STATIONARY
CONTACT

Contact Forces

With new contacts, the total contact forces per pole
should be:
Initial force 6 to 7 pounds
( Fig. 8-A )
Final Force 7. 5 to 8.5 pounds ( Fig. 8-B )
After turning off the power, they may be measured by
exerting a measured pull until the paper is allowed to
move using the method shown in Fig. 8-A and 8-B .

I. Remove the arc box and gently lower the
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Fig. 8

-

A

(From Dwg. 4808665)

Initial Contact Force Measurement
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crossbar .
2. Remove the three moving contact assemblies.
3. Remove the compression springs from the as
semb I ies and twist the moving contacts to
remove them from the saddles .
4. Remove the stationary contacts. (A 1 /4" allen
wrench is required for the 5/16 socket head
cap screws ) .

SPRING SCALE
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Contact Overtrave I
The initial contact overtravel, with new contacts, is
. 23 ± . 03 inches (13/64 to 17 I 64 inches) and is mea
sured with the power off as shown in Fig. 8-B. Con
tact replacement is necessary when the overtravel on
any pole has been reduced to . 06 (1I 16) inch. The
contacts must be replaced on all poles at the same
time.
Contact replacement is then achieved by the
following procedure with the power off:

THIN PAPER
FEELER

STATIONARY
CONTACT

lP
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To install new contacts, reverse the procedure mak
ing sure all bolts and screws are tight, (the station
ary contact mounting bolts must be tightened co 100150 inch-pounds) the crossbar is raised into its prop
er position with the moving contacts inside the arc
box, and the � box� securely.!..!! place. Check to
be sure both kick-out springs are properly seated .
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The main contacts, when new, are designed to touch
the bottom faces before the top faces touch. Also, the
moving contacts should touch the stationary contacts
at the same instant within . 03 inches maximum error
on all poles as the contactor is closed .
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This industrial type control is designed to be install
ed, operated, and maintained by adequately trained
workmen. These instructions do not cover all details,
variations, or combinations of the equipment, its
storage, delivery, installation, check-out, safe opera
tion, or maintenance.
Care must be exercised to
comply with local, state, and national regulations, as
well as safety practices, for this class of equipment.
Box
The arc box provides the mechanical stop for the mov
ing contact assembly while maintaining the proper
open gap for the main contacts. The molded box also
supports the De-ion r" type arc quenchers which are
contained within the arc box. Two, front accessible,
bolts hold the arc box in place. This arc box requires
no maintenance except for a periodic inspection to
check if any grids have been damaged by fault condi
tions. The contactor must never be operated in a pow
er circuit unless the arCboxls securely bolted
in place .
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Arc

Kickout

Springs
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Normally no maintenance is required for these springs
other than to make sure that they are properly seated
on the molded crossbar assembly. In case they are

SPRING
SCALE

(ARMATURE HELD FULLY
CLOSED MANUALLY)
FIg. 8 - B

(flam Dwg. 4808666)

Final Contact Force Measurement

inadvertently removed from the molded base where
they are captivated in a hole slightly smaller than the
free spring outside diameter, they can be reinstalled
readily with a needle-nose plier as shown in Fig.®.
Hold the front end of the spring. Insert the pi iers in
side the spring, and rotate the offset pin end of the
spring in a direction to decrease its outside diameter.
Keep the spring restrained unti I the pin end has beer.
inserted into the molded base.
Magnet Suspension

Both the stationary and moving magnet assemb Iies
are flexibly mounted to assure proper sealing of the
magnet for quiet operation. Both helical compression
springs and flat leaf springs are in back of each mag
net part. The moving armature has less spring force
and restraint than the stiffer stationary magnet as
sembly. In case these magnets are ever disassembled,
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TYPE GCA SIZE 5 AC CONTACTOR
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Installation Method for Kickout Springs
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LABEL
MARKING

Operating Coils

.8

110

A-B

c

120/60

•o

120

C-D

208 220

A-B

240/60

.0

240

C-D

A .. 440/60

.8

440

A-B

c
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CONNECT
TO

110/60

..

A .. 208/220 .8

When installing a new coil, check the identification
label for the correct style number, voltage, and
frequency.

CONTROL
VOLTS

A ..
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particular care must be used to make sure that the
flat leaf springs are centered on the laminated magnet
assemblies and are not jammed between the magnets
and the molded guide projections. After reassembly,
be sure to check that both the stationary and moving
magnets can be manually depressed or rocked in their
mountings. Again, the moving armature assembly can
be rocked with much less force and more freedom
than the stationary assembly.

( Photos 80 72-0008 and BD 72-0009)
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Fig. 9
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480/60

•o

480

C-D

To replace an operating coi I, proceed as follows:
1. Remove all power to the contactor and operating coil.
2. Remove coi I leads.
3. Remove the arc box. ( 2 bolts)
4. Gently lower the crossbar.
5. Remove the old coi I from the magnet by re
moving the two mounting screws.
6. Place the new coi I on the contactor and replace
the two mounting screws.
7. Raise the crossbar into its proper position
with the moving contacts inside the arc box.
8. Replace the arc box on the contactor and secure
ly tighten both mounting bolts. Make sure both
kickout springs are properly seated.
9. Reconnect the leads to the new coi I. Move cross
bar by hand and make sure it moves freely with
no mechanical friction.

A .. 550/60

.8

550

A-B

600/60

.D

600

C-D

120

A- B
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Figure @ lists the more commonly used coils and
shows the connection diagram for each voltage.
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120/60
C
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NOTE:

210/60
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OPERATING COIL
STYLE NUMBER
AND COLOR

2050 A 14G05
RED

2050 A 14G10
GREEN

2050 A 14G15
YELLOW

2050 A 14G17
GRAY

2050 A 14G20 *
GRAY
240

C-D

Supplied connected for 240 volts w1th both JUmpers w1red A to
B. For 120 volts reconnect the jumpers A to D and B to Cas
shown on co1l :abe!.

(From Dwg. 4808667)
Fig. 10
O perat i ng Coi Is for Type GCA Size 5 Contactor
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RENEWAL PARTS
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Complete contactor renewal parts data is I isted in RPD 16-100 B 5
Complete Iinestarter renewal parts data is Iisted in RPD 11 -20085- GCA

Westinghouse Electric Corporation

General Control Division

Asheville, N. C. 2881 3
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